Past and Present

Telling Stories and Building
Community:
Making Comics in India
jereMy stoll
n The RiveR of SToRieS (1994), Orijit Sen weaveS tOgether the threadS Of
urban, Adivasi and other experiences of the building of the Sardar Sarovar dam.
His sensitive linework immerses readers in the lush landscape of the Narmada
river valley. As Sen stated to me, his goal was to use a deep sense of place and
worldview to craft a compelling story and connect readers to the acts of injustice that
accompanied the project: “Plot is only one part of storytelling, but the sense of life
is the story itself.”1 his “sense of life” is held together by the warp and the woof of
ieldwork-based research and a critical awareness of comics as a storytelling medium.
hrough both, Sen creates the story as an insightful and innovative graphic novelist
committed to visualizing a more community-focused India. And he is not alone.
From Sen’s dedication to socially-engaged creativity to the drive of younger authors and artists like Vidyun Sabhaney for a more vibrant community, comics culture
in India is a culture of passionate storytellers committed to excellent stories. Even
more, these creators’ processes often entail an awareness of and engagement with
folk culture in India, such as Gond traditional painting, Bengali patas, and Rajasthani
kaavads.2 his difers from other comics cultures that have been more strongly inluenced by ilm, literature or other mass media.
Instead, the medium in India has developed in conversation with a vast diversity
of visual storytelling traditions that emphasize the balance of individual creativity
and community. Combined with international inluences, such a history has led to
an increasingly vibrant and diverse comics culture grounded in an understanding of
comics as historically situated in Indian visual storytelling.

I

An International Comics Culture

Western comics culture shaped Indian comics from the earliest comics stories
clearly recognizable as such. hese can be traced to the Avadh (or Oudh) Punch, a
late 19th-century satirical magazine based on the British Punch. Like the original, the
Avadh Punch included comic strips and cartoons, as well as poetry, essays and comics, throughout its run from 1877 to 1936 (Hasan 2009).3 From there, one can follow
the rise of various regional comics publishers, with strongholds in West Bengal and
Bombay (Mumbai) in particular.
A wider appreciation of comics dates from when the publishers of he Times of
India began producing Indrajal Comics in 1964. Although some argue that Narayan
Debnath’s Batul the Great represents India’s earliest superhero, West Bengal’s comics
culture had only regional impact (Deb 2007). Indrajal published mainly stories from
16
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King Features, most famously including Lee Falk’s Mandrake and Phantom (Friese
1999). Yet, it also developed local content. he masterful Aabid Surti, together with
Indrajal Comics’ manager A.C. Shukla, created the adventurous detective Bahadur as
one of India’s earliest indigenous comics characters and one who was more clearly
grounded in contemporary life in India (Rao 2001). Around 1960, Diamond Comics began publishing imported series, photo novellas, commercial tie-in series like
Shaktimaan, and Pran Kumar Sharma’s Pran’s Features (Mathur 2010). Children’s
magazines that featured some comics provide an even earlier precedent, including
Chandamama, which started in 1947, and Ajit Ninan’s popular Detective Moochwala
series in Target magazine (“Chandamama” 2012; Rao 2001).
However, it was Anant Pai’s Amar Chitra Katha (aCK) series, with its stories from
Hindu mythology, and later other mythologies and history, that truly established
comics as a national medium (McLain 2009). Pai’s inluence cannot be overstated,
as he reframed comics in terms of cultural heritage, likely drawing on international
discourse and UneSCO’s 1967 endorsement of comics as a cultural communication
medium (Chandra 2008). In so doing, Uncle Pai (as he was popularly known) and aCK
provided an internationally-based justiication of the comics medium, one that could
be welcomed into schools and other educational settings.4 By the time of the end of
aCK’s regular comics publication around 1990, regional comics publishers and cultures were again coming to the fore, mainly in northern India and Delhi (Rao 2001).
Raj Comics led the way, starting in 1986, as comics creator and scholar Amitabh
Kumar points out in his collaborative work with the company, Raj Comics for the HardHeaded. he Raj brothers’ superheroes were inspired by Western ones but unique
to Indian culture; as Kumar notes, classic superhero Nagraj was in part inspired by
Spider-Man, but made anew through a unique power set, history and grounding in a
mythological world (Kumar 2008). Yet, the Raj brothers, in moving beyond the established precedent of internationally distributed comics from the West, were building
on the works of other publishers and creators.
Despite a historical entanglement with international comics culture, it is the passionate visual narrators like Surti who make comics in India unique. Just as Surti
created a comics hero — and heroine — grounded in readers’ daily lives, it took writerartists like Mario Miranda and Manjula Padmanabhan to adapt the advances made
by publishers and editors into relatable and socially-engaged visual storytelling. Miranda, in particular, is an important igure in Indian comics, due to his combined work
as a social cartoonist and comics artist, and renown as the country’s best visual chronicler. hrough his detailed observations of society, Miranda adapted the inluence of
international comics culture into illustrations of everyday life and commentary on
social problems (Ramakrishnan 2009; Da Cunha & Collaco 2009). On the other hand,
Padmanabhan is an important igure because she built upon the work of other indigenous satirists to create the strip Suki, about a young, free-spirited woman dealing
with an often unfriendly urban world. he strip quickly ran into trouble with a hostile
readership, and ended after shifting from Bombay’s Sunday Observer to Delhi’s Pioneer. However, comics creator and scholar Gokul Gopalakrishnan (2013) points out
Padmanabhan’s importance as a female author and artist who engaged with contemporary social issues and playfully experimented with the comics form.
Despite the strength and relatively wide distribution of early publishers and creators, interest in comics in India remained limited. Much like American comics cre18
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ators who turned to underground publishing in the late 1960s and ’70s, those in India in the ’80s and ’90s tended to feel isolated. As Gopalakrishnan (2013) also points
out, indigenous comic strip creators in India faced the dual challenges of competing
with syndicated, imported strips and lacking a strong audience. Most found it nigh
impossible to reach audiences that could appreciate comics as more than children’s
literature. With a lagging national readership at the close of the 1980s, publishers
like aCK and Indrajal closed their doors, and when Sen published A River of Stories in
1994, he had diiculty inding a space for long-form comics in bookshops (Rao 2001).
Unlike Western comics culture, it was not a corporate, mainstream industry that established the medium in India, but the incorporation of comics into book culture and
creators into the roles of literary authors or ilmic auteurs.
Of Critical Creators

In many circles, Sarnath Banerjee is credited with creating India’s irst widely-distributed graphic novel with the release of his Corridor in 2004. he development of
the shelf for long-form comics in Indian bookstores was the result of his hard work
in publicizing, justifying and making room for the comic as a graphic novel in India’s bookselling and publishing culture. At the same time, with her visually stunning
story of a young woman’s sexual and intellectual awakening in Kari in 2008, Amruta
Patil opened up the range of possible comics stories to be told. Yet, it was the establishment of that diverse comics shelf that was key to the rise of graphic novels, especially because book publishers relied on auteur models of creativity.
An auteur approach comes from ilm studies and lays stress on individual talent,
technical skill and style in order to reveal how practitioners afect a medium or art
form. In the comics world, this approach is most often associated with creators who
both write and illustrate their stories (Smith 2011). Many creators, including Banerjee,
came to comics from a ilm background, which made an auteur approach to creativity
an easy it. Like Trufaut, creators in India’s emergent comics culture could be easily
appreciated irst and foremost for how their graphic novels transformed the ield, as
each one practically established a new genre. As Banerjee argued in a 2010 article
on the Pao Collective,5 “[Comics are] on the fringe of art and the fringe of literature,
which is great. Who wants to be in art, and who wants to be in literature? he time has
come for the graphic novel to be looked into from outside the parameters of literature
and outside the parameters of art” (Overdorf 2010). his continues the earlier prejereMy stoll • telliNg stories aNd buildiNg coMMuNity : MakiNg coMics iN iNdia
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In River of Stories, Orijit Sen
weaves together diferent
voices, including that of Relku,
the journalist Vishnu’s Adivasi
servant whom he interviews
about her life story and how
she came to the city from her
village, as shown in this excerpt
(New Delhi: Kalpavriksha,
1994, p. 15).
4

With Corridor: A Graphic
Novel, Sarnath Banerjee not
only established the shelf for
long-comics, but also stretched
the possibilities of the medium,
particularly by interlacing the
everyday stories of multiple
characters as they each visit an
urban bookseller (New Delhi:
Penguin Books India, 2004,
p. 111).

cedent set by aCK in identifying their comics with producer Uncle Pai, as well as the
work of aCK artists like Ram Waeerkar and Pratap Mulick who established signiicant
artistic reputations.6
Even as an auteur approach helped to establish comics as a serious medium, creators began to move beyond it. Banerjee later noted to me that comics is merely one
medium among many possible for storytelling, or, in his words, “For me, telling is
much more important than drawing, painting, sculpting — these things are all mediums and facets of how you tell a story.” Further, in all of my interviews with creators,
there has been a sense that the label “graphic novel” is an easy way to adapt to the
marketing needs of book culture. While many in book publishing still adhere to this
understanding of creativity, the tensions of emphasizing individual creators in the
fundamentally collaborative work of comics culture is most obvious among corporate
publishers. Companies like Liquid Comics (formerly Virgin Comics) and Vimanika
Comics share a focus on reinterpreting epic narratives and developing proitable ilm,
television, video game and other projects. Both also associate the publisher/editor’s

name with many products, Deepak Chopra’s or Karan Vir Arora’s names, respectively,
often being placed above any title or author credits on a book cover.
In particular, creators have turned more and more to artisanal models of creativity, drawing on the ideals of their predecessors like Pran and Mario Miranda, who
emphasized the creative process and creativity as a consciously valued experience.
Much like alternative comics approaches in the United States and other cultures, this
artisanal shift airms the creative process as a collaborative, contextual, and even
communal experience rather than a corporate one (Rogers 2011). Unlike the use of
such an approach to counter the mainstream in other contexts, though, creators have
used this shift to work toward a critical readership for comics and graphic novels.
Yet, this move relies on an appreciation of creators rather than editors or “auteur”
producers. For instance, Campire Comics, which was founded in 2008 to entertain
and educate young readers through “illustrated books”, has been criticized for its lack
of support for India’s comics community, mainly for outsourcing and disrespecting
creativity (Reid 2011). An auteur model adapted to folk notions of mastery and skill in
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Vidyun Sabhaney and Shohei
Emura at the UnBox Festival
in February 2013, New Delhi,
as they prepare promotional
materials for Image & Word:
Workshop on Storytelling
organized the same year
from April 5 through 7, at
Sanskriti Kendra in New Delhi.
Photograph: Jeremy Stoll.
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he Delhi Comics Kala
Samagam has grown from
a mailing list to a Facebook
group and now a forum and
bulletin board for Indian
comics and creators to organize
collaborations, anthologies,
24-hour comics marathons and
meetings like that seen here in
2013 at the People Tree Studio
in Hauz Khas Village.

he cover of Pao: he Anthology
of Comics, with art by Orijit Sen
(New Delhi: Penguin Books
India, 2012).

visual storytelling cannot support a comics culture without a community. More practically, celebrating editors like Arora and Chopra, while supported by the precedent
of Uncle Pai’s aCK, loses sight of actual creators and the stories they tell. By focusing
on and celebrating only certain authors/illustrators, or more often editors and producers, these companies lose sight of what is unique about Indian comics culture: the
community of passionate creators.
For non-corporate creators, making comics is about building community. he act
of creation cannot be separated from its context, as researcher and comics writerartist Parismita Singh points out in discussing the need for a critical readership. In
response to a review of her Hotel at the End of the World that analysed the art and
story separately, Singh notes that doing so ignores how the many elements of the
story cohere or fail to do so. Before a comics community can lourish, readers need to
respect and understand the medium on its own terms. As she states: “With a lot of my
reviews, they would quote all these dialogues, but you cannot talk about the art and
then about text…you have to view [them] together.” Just as Sen emphasizes a “sense
of life” in his work and a grounding in a particular time and place, creators like Singh
stress the importance of understanding individual comics as part of a larger culture
and community of their own.
In a sense, the graphic novel creates a conlict between existing book culture
and evolving comics culture. As graphic novelist and political cartoonist Vishwajyoti
Ghosh points out, this tension results from the establishment of an underground
comics subculture grounded within book culture before the establishment of a mainstream comics industry. As he stated to me in 2010: “he commercial industry is still
getting into non-mainstream comics globally… [but] India has moved ahead of that
step because mainstream publishers did non-mainstream comics irst, like Penguin.”

8

Orijit Sen in the People Tree
Studio in Delhi, March 2013.
Pao: he Anthology of Comics
(2012) is on the table in the
foreground, original art from
which the cover was drawn in
the background, and a print of
the Pao Collective at work in
the background at top centre.
Photograph: Jeremy Stoll.

Even as mainstream publishers were quick to take up comics in India, authors and
artists engaged with comics as a tradition and a community — indeed, this has tended to deine quality in Indian comics. Accordingly, younger creators like Vidyun
Sabhaney and Shohei Emura of Captain Bijli Comics argue for both more regular
publication of shorter comics and more events for people to get aware of and involved
in comics culture. hey work within the constraints of publication — designing their
stories to be as inexpensively produced as possible while still providing some income and support for their work. For Sabhaney, the goal is clear: “More comics, more
regularly. Every month, every two months. We need the serialization of comics in
India, with fresh content. It’s why I’m so keen on self-publishing. I feel like the only
way forward is to form a community, a still more formal one.” Good comics are not
just formally or narratively excellent, they also solidify a community that intensely
debates the nature of creative communities.
Similarly, Manta Ray Comics of Bangalore attempts to engage with readers across

media platforms and through various events. While their irst comic, Hush, was published in print in 2010, later comics, including Twelve: Preludes and Mixtape, were
published digitally irst, alongside gallery shows and other events to engage with
people and build community. hrough collaborations across regional and even international boundaries, Manta Ray revealed the potential for an international-type
Indian comics culture with a grounding in local communities and art spaces. Additionally, their regular comic strip, he Small Picture, in Mint, contributes to comics
culture with stories that experiment with the formal and narrative possibilities of the
comic strip.
As co-founder Pratheek homas notes, “I think, in India, people tend to see comics in three broad categories: mythology, superhero or kids. So a lot of people ignore
comics completely. We’d like to show that you can tell engaging, interesting, exciting,
moving stories in comics…. We also want to be a platform for creators to tell their stories” (Sailen 2011). Like Sabhaney and Emura, Manta Ray Comics and its now-former
head demonstrate the need for excellence to be grounded in community.
Meanwhile, Comic Con India arrived in Delhi in 2011, but over time gave rise
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to disillusionment with its perceived focus on merchandise and proits. Tables were
often too expensive for individual creators, most exhibitors seemed to merely target
young consumers looking for geek chic products, and many book publishers were
hesitant to invest in a comics convention. In response, creators like Akshay Dhar of
Meta Desi Comics and Adhiraj Singh, magazine editor, animator and comics writer
whose work includes Uud Bilaw Manus (with illustrator Abhijit Kini), have helped
establish alternatives. In particular, Singh has been the driving force behind the Delhi
Comics Kala Samagam, which has grown from a mailing list to a Facebook group that
functions as a forum for Indian creators to share their work, discuss the scene, and
post meetings and opportunities for collaboration, including a short anthology for
the most recent Comic Con Delhi (Mani Jha 2014). Similarly, Sabhaney and Emura
too have developed various public presentations and participated in public events,
festivals and workshops. In 2013, they organized the “Image and Word” workshop,
at which master artisans of visual storytelling traditions presented to and instructed
select participants on their craft.
Each of these initiatives continue to build on the precedent set by earlier comics
and their creators, as well as even earlier events and workshops — especially those of
Sarai Centre for the Study of Developing Societies that led to the establishment of
the Pao Collective, comprising Singh, Banerjee, Sen, Kumar and Ghosh. Indeed, it is
the collaboration and mentoring of eforts like Pao’s irst comics anthology that have
inspired many creators.
Conclusion

Looked upon as a comics master, Sen himself has certainly helped, whether publishing groundbreaking and stunning comics, working on market-mapping projects (as
Mario Miranda Visiting Research Professor in Fine Art and Illustrative Cartooning at
Goa University), or promoting the medium in general. In these various roles, Sen has
encountered and mentored many other comics creators. As he described to me, “With
Sarnath [Banerjee], I met him when he was making ilms. He used to be a ilmmaker.
And I was in the backroom of People Tree, working on River of Stories when Sarnath
[got interested and] decided to make his own…. Amruta [Patil] was a student of art,
and I did a workshop at her school, and she came to me with her work.” Yet, he was not
alone in meeting and inspiring young or simply less experienced creators. Multiple
participants in the 2012 Pao anthology of comics noted the immense support and
feedback that Sen, Singh and other Collective members provided. Given this focus
on community, it is hardly surprising that Indian creators are pulling the threads of
alternative comics from American culture to weave a new tapestry uniquely suited to
their own community.
What is striking is the way in which they adapt comics as a global medium to
telling stories grounded in everyday life in South Asia. hey demonstrate an articulate and deep commitment to comics as an international culture, a global storytelling
medium, and as their own creative practice and community. here is not just an
awareness of comics as a medium, or a kind of “art world” of production, distribution
and reception, but as a livelihood and a tradition of telling stories that help make life
more liveable and more clearly meaningful.
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Notes
1 hroughout, I base my work on recordings
and transcriptions of conversations with
a number of comics creators in Delhi in
2010 and 2013, as well as written and electronic interviews with creators in Delhi
and elsewhere from 2010 to 2014.
2 Vidyun Sabhaney and Shohei Emura have
performed ieldwork throughout India on

the visual narrative technique of traditional storytelling forms through support
from India Foundation for the Arts and
Rajika Puri. his ieldwork led not only to
their “Image and Word” workshop in 2013,
but has also inluenced their emphasis on
a need for stronger comics communities
and culture.
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3 Avadh and many other Punch magazines
published throughout India contributed
to the print revolution that occurred in
Delhi, Agra, and Avadh. In particular,
Hasan (2009) argues that the Punches,
which focused on independence from
British rule, led to the establishment of
the vernacular press.
4 Interestingly, this seems to have opened
up the world of activist comics for many
non-governmental organizations. See,
in particular, the Vivalok Comics of the
Viveka Foundation and the work of Inverted Commas, the design house of graphic
novelist Vishwajyoti Ghosh.
5 Sarnath Banerjee, Orijit Sen, Amitabh
Kumar, Vishwajyoti Ghosh and Parismita
Singh came together as the Pao Collective in 2007 to establish a platform for
promoting comics stories and culture that
would counteract a corporate industrial
approach. In the process, the Collective
also shared with and provided feedback
for each other, leading to the publication
of Pao: he Anthology of Comics in 2012.
6 Waeerkar would become well known for
his work on Tinkle’s famous Suppandi
comics, which he illustrated through
the year of his death, 2003. Mulick,
meanwhile, would go on to work with
Tulsi, Manoj and Raj Comics, including
his famous run as illustrator of the irst
50 issues of Nagraj, and he published
his award-winning Sketching in 1997
(Chandra 2008).
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